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Does Your Firm Have a JULIE™?
The role of The JULIE™ thinks through everything with ‘the why’ in mind and isn’t
afraid to professionally ask others to explain their thoughts or direction.
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You’re overworked. Burned out. From tax season to extension season. From extension
season to tax season. That’s the rhythm of many public accountants. For �rms who
have multiple employees, having a Director of Operations is a valuable role that can
take time and pressure off the shoulders of owners and/or partners.

However, one thing many �rms don’t think through when they hire a Director of
Operations is the most important, most pivotal question of all: 

What do I want to do with my �rm? What’s my endgame?
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Hiring a Director of Operations feels like a logical step to of�oad some of the key
responsibilities so that you can step away from the grind, but consider what you are
really hiring this person to accomplish. 

Your typical Director of Operations

You’ve identi�ed that you need someone in the �rm who can oversee the team, build
processes, �nd solutions to nagging work�ow challenges, oversee technology and
automation opportunities, manage HR and recruiting, and implement website
updates and marketing. Overall, you know you need someone who can implement
systems and processes to make your �rm run smoothly and your clients happy.

You can and should have someone who is capable and motivated to �ll this role. But,
that’s table stakes. Your endgame matters, and here’s why.

If your long term goal is more along the lines of status quo with less of your time
required to manage the day to day needs of your business, having a Director of
Operations is a good option. If you aren’t building or scaling or trying to transform
to a more advisory services focused business, hiring a Director of Operations makes
sense.

On the other hand…

Think of a whole new level of a Director of Operations, and you have The JULIE™
role. This is where your endgame comes in. Do you want to grow your advisory and
consulting business? Do you want to be stuck in the rhythm of tax season that seems
to be turning many away from public accounting? Do you want to empower your
team to be client facing advisors…so that…wait for it…you can go on a vacation and
actually disconnect? Do you want your business to be able to run without you?

Instead of hiring someone who checks the basic boxes as a Director of Operations,
The JULIE™ role takes the entire �rm to a new level with exponential growth
results. This role will ultimately leave you with time and opportunity to breathe and
enjoy a more balanced life as an owner/partner. 

To be very clear, The JULIE™ role is a sophisticated executive leadership role who is
invested in the vision for the �rm.

If you already have a Director of Operations or a Practice Manager – whatever the
title in your �rm- that person can be trained to excel in the role of The JULIE™.
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Provided they have the right character traits that are in alignment with the core
values of your �rm, they must be empowered to rise to the level of this role. 

The JULIE™ carries the weight of the brand on his/her shoulders. What does this
mean? This role is that of an executive visionary leader, one who is aligned with the
owner and/or partner(s) of the �rm and who is implicitly trusted to lead, act, make
decisions, and make mistakes. 

In addition to the normal responsibilities of a Director of Operations, The JULIE™
must build and protect the culture of the �rm while implementing change. The
change may involve re-de�ning roles in the �rm, re-writing a compensation
structure to drive speci�c behaviors, empowering team members to build and share
processes, and creating an environment that rewards the sharing of technical
knowledge. Most importantly, The JULIE™ empowers everyone on the team to make
decisions- and make mistakes. 

For all milestones achieved and mistakes made, The JULIE™ delivers all credit to the
team and accepts responsibility for mistakes. This role also ensures that no
weaknesses of anyone on the team are exposed to anyone outside of the team-
including clients.

Getting back to ‘the why’

In order to execute change…to really persevere and achieve results…The JULIE™ is
not a ‘yes’ person. Rather, the role of The JULIE™ thinks through everything with
‘the why’ in mind and isn’t afraid to professionally ask others to explain their
thoughts or direction.

The JULIE™ also surrounds herself or himself with people who are not afraid to
question things in earnest when there is a lack of understanding or something feels
misaligned with the �rm’s overall vision. It’s important to point out that the purpose
of asking ‘why’ is to continue to move the �rm forward toward 90-day, 1-year, and 3-
year goals without getting off track. This prevents many detours down rabbit holes
that can cost time and opportunity.

None of us develop or get better at life or our professional roles by surrounding
ourselves with people who simply agree with everything we say. The JULIE™ can
identify the difference between noise and priorities, and he or she has the acumen to
‘know your audience’ and how to communicate with that audience.  Speaking to
someone who communicates in numbers is very different from having a
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conversation with someone who has an administrative or sales background, for
example. 

The JULIE™ is a driven, passionate leader who is empowered to achieve through a
team he or she in turn empowers. Executing change that transforms a �rm to an
advisory based �rm requires a role like The JULIE™ to work in harmony with the
owners/partners to build a positive culture and team that will accelerate top and
bottom line growth.
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Julie Smith is practice manager at Harper & Company, a full-service accounting and
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spoken nationally to thousands of CPAs in 2021 and 2022 about how to execute
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